Murtoa College

VALUES IN ACTION

THE 12 VALUES MOST IMPORTANT TO OUR SCHOOL

1. Tolerance
   Respecting differences in other people

2. Caring
   Being prepared to look after people and things

3. Courtesy
   Being polite and having good manners

4. Consideration
   Being thoughtful about other people and their feelings

5. Perseverance
   Sticking to your task even when obstacles arise

6. Truthfulness
   Always being honest in words and actions

7. Respecting Rules
   Following rules that are set for the benefit of everyone

8. Co-operation
   Working together for the benefit of everyone

9. Trustworthiness
   Ensuring others can count on you to do the right thing

10. Commitment
    Caring deeply about something and giving your all

11. Self Confidence
    Having faith in and trusting yourself

12. Friendliness
    Taking an interest in people and making others feel welcome